We revisit the simplest model of Higgs portal fermionic dark matter. The dark matter in this scenario is thermally produced in the early universe due to the interactions with the Higgs boson which is described by a non-renormalisable dimension-5 operator. The dark matterHiggs scattering amplitude grows as ∝ √ s, signalling a breakdown of the effective description of the Higgs-dark matter interactions at large enough (compared to the mass scale Λ of the dimention-5 operator) energies. Therefore, in order to reliably compute Higgs-dark matter scattering cross sections, we employ the K-matrix unitarisation procedure. To account for the desired dark matter abundance, the unitarised theory requires appreaciably smaller Λ than the non-unitarised version, especially for dark matter masses around and below the Higgs resonance, m χ 65 GeV, and m χ few TeV. Consequently, we find that the pure scalar CP-conserving model is fully excluded by current direct dark matter detection experiments.
Fermionic Higgs portal model
The model-independent treatment of dark matter within the effective field theory (EFT) formalism is severely constrained due to the applicability of EFT in high energy regimes. In [1] , collaborators have previously advocated utilisation of the K-matrix unitarisation procedure [2] to remedy the problem. Unitararisation represents a tool for theoretically reliable calculations of cross sections and other observables of interest in the domain where the EFT is usually assumed inapplicable. For example, the standard EFT description is not appropriate for collider dark matter searches at high energies, while unitarised theories give sensible results and in certain cases, are better suited for data analysis [1] in comparison to the truncation method shown in [3] . Furthermore, naive EFT calculations may lead to a substantially lower dark matter abundance due to the overestimation of the thermally-averaged dark matter annihilation cross section, which can be improved significantly via the unitarised EFT. In this work we demonstrate usefulness of the K-matrix unitarisation for the simplest fermionic Higgs portal dark matter model [4, 5] . In particular, we demonstrate that the unitarised CP-conserving Higgs-dark matter interactions are actually fully excluded by the latest direct detection data. This is in contrast with recent results in [6] , where non-unitarised cross-sections were used.
We hypothesise a dark matter Dirac fermion 1 , χ, of mass m χ . It carries no Standard Model gauged charges and, thus, the lowest order effective operator that describes dark matter interactions with the Standard Model particles is
where Λ is the EFT cut-off scale parameter and ξ is the CP-violating phase. In the second line we explicitly expanded the electroweak Higgs doublet H around its expectation value v ≈ 246 GeV in the unitary gauge, H = 2 −1/2 (0, v + h) T and the Higgs condensate contribution to the dark matter mass is absorbed in m χ .
In the low energy domain of the theory, E << Λ, the Higgs-dark matter portal (1) is dominated by the relevant dimension-4 hχχ operators. These operators are renormalisable and also perturbative, provided v Λ, and hence calculations in this domain of the theory are under control. However, the high energy dark matter-Higgs interactions are dominated by non-renormalisable h 2 χχ interactions. In fact, for E Λ the scattering amplitudes described by h 2 χχ operators grow as E/Λ, signalling violation of perturbative unitarity. This violation of quantum-mechanical unitarity is actually fictitious and reflects inapplicability of perturbative treatment to the effective non-renormalisable interactions.
In the context of thermal dark matter considered here, violation of perturbative unitarity has a two-fold effect on dark matter phenomenology. First, the naive application of the theory in the 'forbidden' energy domain, leads to overestimation of thermally averaged cross sections, which are then used to estimate dark matter abundance. Hence, more suppressed (larger 1 The case of Majorana fermion can be treated analogously and the results are not significantly different.
values of Λ) Higgs-dark matter interactions are required to fit the observed abundance in this approach. Second, a significant area in parameter space, associated with high energy processes, is simply declared theoretically intractable. Therefore, no reliable physical information can be extracted, even if experimental data are available to probe that region of parameters. As will be shown below, the unitarisation procedure is a remedy to these problems.
K-matrix unitarisation of the fermion dark matter Higgs portal
It is useful to recall K-matrix unitarisation formalism in a general context first. The unitarity of scattering operator S S = 1 + 2iT ,
implies that the transition operator T satisfies the following constraint (the optical theorem)
We define the K operator as the solution of the equations
If one regards K as known with T solved from Eq. (4), then T will satisfy the unitarity constraint Eq. (3) if and only if K is Hermitian, i.e. K † = K. Within perturbation theory, the expansion T = T 0 + T 1 + ..., implies that one can approximate K by the tree-level contribution T 0 to the full T -operator, i.e. K = T 0 , providing T 0 is Hermitian 2 . If so, the unitarised tree-level T operator can simply be written as
where T † 0 = T 0 is assumed to be satisfied. For small T 0 , T U T 0 , while for large T 0 , the unitarised operator becomes T U = i. Therefore, although T U does not reflect the potential existence of new resonances, it gives a reliable estimation of the process cross sections (at least away from the resonance energies), unlike the naive tree-level T 0 which will result in an overestimated cross section due to the violation of perturbative unitarity. For the purpose of this work, the simple unitarisation procedure described by Eq. (5) turns out to be sufficient and is performed numerically as this is computationally efficient.
The generic partial wave expansion for the T -matrix in the helicity basis can be written 
where p f and p i are the initial and final state particle momenta for 2 → 2 scattering in the CoM frame. The total non-averaged cross-section can then be written as:
This cross-section has to be further averaged over initial state helicities. We apply this formalism to the fermionic dark matter Higgs portal model described by the Lagrangian (1). The dark matter abundance is defined through the thermally averaged rate of dark matter particle scatterings in the early universe
where K 1,2 (x) are modified Bessel functions of the second kind and σ(s) is the total scattering cross section at energy √ s. The inverse freeze out temperature x F = m χ /T is determined by the iterative equation.
where g * counts the effective degrees of freedom in equilibrium and m pl is the Planck mass.
Within the EFT non-renormalisable model (1), this cross section computed using standard Feynman rules is not reliable for large √ s >> Λ. In particular, the tree-level J = 0 partial waves (see the Appendix A for notations and conventions for helicity eigenstates and scattering matrix elements) for χχ ↔ hh scatterings actually diverge at large √ s
and also T 0 hh→χ L,RχL,R = T * 0 χ L,RχL,R →hh . Similarly, tree-level scattering amplitudes χχ ↔ V V involving the longitudinal electroweak gauge bosons (V ≡ W ± , Z 0 ) behave as
and
χ RχR →V V in the limit where Γ h << m h . Therefore, the total cross section σ(s) computed within EFT is not reliable at large values of s. Although the integrand in Eq. (1) is Boltzmann suppressed, we find that the resulting thermal averaged cross section is still high, so that relatively large values of Λ are required to account for the observed dark matter abundance.
We compute the unitarised thermally averaged dark matter cross section including the
Results
The results of our analyses are presented graphically on Figures 1 and 2 . The solid curves on these figures correspond to the dark matter abundance computed within the unitarisation formalism discussed in the previous section, while dashed curves correspond to dark matter abundance in the non-unitarised theory. We have explicitly considered two limiting cases of pure scalar, ξ = 0, and pure pseudoscalar, ξ = π/2, channels of the Higgs-dark matter portal, Eq. (1).
From Figure 1 we observe that in the non-unitarised theory the pure scalar channel within 2σ is compatible with the latest XENON1T data [7] in a very narrow range of dark matter masses (the so-called "resonant Higgs portal"), m χ ≈ 59 − 61 GeV (see also [6] ). In stark contrast, within the unitarised theory, the pure scalar channel is fully excluded. We should also note, that the non-unitarised theory is not applicable for large dark matter masses, m χ > 4πΛ, and is hence formally unconstrained. This range of masses is now also excluded in the unitarised theory.
The light dark matter with masses m χ < m h /2 is also constrained from the LHC data [9,10] on invisible Higgs decays (see Figure 2 ). These constraints are particularly important for the pseudoscalar Higgs portal, to which direct search experiments are not sensitive due to the velocity suppression of the nucleon-dark matter cross section (28). The current data allow masses m χ ≈ 55 − 62.5 GeV and m χ ≈ 58 − 62.5 GeV for 100% and 10% dark matter fractions, respectively. The pseudoscalar channel can be further constrained/excluded by measurements of the Higgs invisible branching ratio with 0.4% projected accuracy at the ILC. Figure 1 : The rescaled spin-independent nucleon-dark matter cross section as a function of dark matter mass within the fermion dark matter Higgs portal model in the pure scalar channel, ξ = 0. The two upper plots correspond to the dark matter fermion χ constituting 100% (f rel = 1) of dark matter, while the graphs on the lower panels correspond to χ being 10% (f rel = 0.1) fraction of the total dark matter. A small range of masses (see the left panels) are still allowed by the latest PandaX-II [8] and, within 2σ, by XENON1T [7] data in the non-unitarised theory (dashed curve). However, the fermionic dark matter in the scalar channel is fully excluded in the unitarised theory (solid curve).
Conclusion
We have revisited the fermionic dark matter Higgs portal EFT by applying the K-matrix unitarisation formalism. Within the unitarised EFT the relevant scattering processes can be computed reliably in the entire energy range. Consequently, we were able to obtain more reliable theoretical thermally average dark matter cross sections and hence the dark matter abundance. By fixing the desired dark matter abundance we computed the cut-off scale parameter Λ, which turns out to be lower compared to the one obtained in the non-unitarised theory. Furthermore, unlike the non-unitarised theory, the unitarised EFT is also applicable for heavy dark matter masses, m χ ≥ 4πΛ, hence the constraints can be extended to that parameter range as well.
We have found that the fermionic dark matter in the pure scalar channel is fully excluded by recent direct dark matter search experiments [7, 8] . For the pure pseudoscalar channel the most stringent constraints come from the Higgs invisible decay width measurements at LHC [9, 10] for m χ ≤ m h /2. We again found more stringent (albeit marginally) constraints in the unitarised Figure 2: Constraints (shaded regions) on the fermionic dark matter Higgs portal models in the pure scalar, ξ = 0 (upper panels), and pure pseudoscalar, ξ = π/2 (lower panels) channels from the LHC measurements of the Higgs invisible width [9, 10] (see the exclusion region below the solid curve BR(h → χχ) < 0.19). The left panels correspond to 100% fraction of dark matter, while the right panels correspond to the 10% fraction of dark matter. The pseudoscalar channel can be potentially excluded by measurements of the Higgs invisible width at ILC with the projected accuracy [11] (see the exclusion region below the dashed curve BR(h → χχ) < 0.004).
theory. This range of parameters can be largely excluded by precision measurements of the Higgs invisible decay width at ILC.
The unitarised EFT formalism is a powerful theoretical tool to analyse dark matter search experiments in a model-independent way, the range of parameters and energies where the usual EFT approach fails. This also concerns a number of simplified models without manifest gauge invariance. In the context of Higgs portal models, the massive vector dark matter model is expected to be more constrained within the unitarised theory.
A Helicity formalism and matrix elements
We must first define the helicity eigenstates before computing the relevant process matrix elements. Helicity spinors for fermions are defined as per [12] (where θ and φ are defined as polar and azimuthal angles respectively) and are listed below
It should be noted that L and R here denote helicity and not chirality polarizations. Polarization vectors satisyfing transversality relations for the gauge bosons can be written as usual
where
The normalized transverse helicity eigenvectors can now be written as:
and for massive vector bosons we have the longitudinal polarization vector given by:
We may now turn our attention to the the computation of the explicit leading order J = 0 partial waves for each process. The matrix elements for χχ → χχ with both s and t channel scattering via a Higgs mediator which yields and M f ifi →χ jχj = M χ iχi →f jfj where i = j in the limit where Γ h << m h which is the case in the parameter regions explored in this work. In our case, we consider only the heaviest SM fermions where f = t, b, c, τ which are the dominant thermal processes of interest for the dark matter relic density calculation. From all of these processes, the T -matrix can be computed and written in the basis |χ L χ L >, |χ R χ R >, |hh>, |W
The full T -matrix expression can then be constructed from these amplitudes in this basis and then the J = 0 partial wave can be computed with Eq. (7) and (6) followed by the cross-section. The full T -matrix expression is ommitted here for the sake of brevity.
B Dark matter-nucleon cross section and Higgs invisible decay width
For the sake of readers convenience, we provide below the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross section and the Higgs invisible decay width used in our calculations. The t-channel Higgs mediated elastic scattering of fermionic WIMP on nucleons spinindependent cross-section is given by 
